Should we cut down rainforests

I strongly believe that we shouldn’t cut down forest because they give oxygen even the smallest tree can give you oxygen

If we keep cutting down trees a lot of animals will come to extinction. A lot of animals are already extinct later we will have no animals left. Did you know that scientist believe that already that half of the rain forest are already chop down

The more we cut down trees the more drought happens and floods happen due to global warming.

Another reason why we shouldn’t cut down rain forest because the animals will come to our homes or farms then the animal patrol will come and kill the animals.

A lot of rainforest are getting cut down we have to STOP! If this keeps going on we will have no rainforest. Already 200 animals are already extinct
We have to fight back because people are dumping rubbish in the water. Then our water gets polluted and when we drink the water we will get really sick. The same with forests if we cut them down our water gets dirty because 50% of forest make our water clean.